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Case study 6 

L.’s Story  

L., a woman from Nigeria, was brought to Greece in June 2004 by K.A., who promised to find her work in bars 

and nightclubs, in exchange for a promise by her to pay him 40,000 euros and not to tell the police. She entered 

this agreement through a “juju” ritual.  

Upon arrival she travelled alone to the Greek island of Crete, where D.J. (K.A.’s partnet) received her and 

arranged her deployment in a bar, as a waitress. At some point, D.J. forced her to purchase sexual services in 

Crete and then arranged her move to Athens, according to K.A.’s instructions, where she continued delivering 

sexual services, as a prostitute. She applied for asylum in July 2004 but did not go to the reception centre 

allocated to her. Throughout this period, she was in contact with the NGO Nea Zoi, which provides practical and 

psychological support to women who have been forced into prostitution. 

The applicant was arrested a number of times for prostitution and irregular entry, being acquitted each time. 
During the above-mentioned period she was also issued with a deportation order, however, the deportation was 
suspended on the ground that it was deemed not feasible.  
 
On 29 November 2006, while still in detention pending deportation, L.E. with the support of Nea Zoi, filed a 
criminal complaint against K.A. and his partner D.J. accusing them of forcing her into prostitution. At this point, 
L.E. also claimed that she was a victim of human trafficking.  
 
L. shared information regarding two other Nigerian women, whose prostitution K.A. exploited, named Tracy and 
Sylvia. She gave the police their phone numbers and their description. She also gave the police some addresses 
of K.A. and she proposed the psychologist of NGO “Nea Zoi” as a witness. Indeed, the psychologist gave a 
testimony, explaining the situation of L.E. throughout all these years and that she was forced to prostitution, 
trying to pay off her debt to K.A. A police officer who surveilled the apartment where the three women resided 
testified that he never noticed neither that they were purchasing sexual services nor K.A. residing  at the 
apartment. The two women, “Tracy” and “Sylvia” testified that they knew L., but they were never forced to 
prostitution, they actually worked as prostitutes. D.J. testified that she did not know L. at all. 
 
The prosecutor at the Athens Criminal Court rejected the claim, arguing that there was no indication of use of 
any means of force and that L. had travelled alone to Crete in the first time, worked then as a prostitute without 
any surveillance or force and that she intentionally contacted K.A. at some specific time.  
 
- Do you spot any elements of human trafficking? 

- What about L.E.’s consent? How would you comment the prosecutor’s arguments? 
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